
Buying Lucky Kennels at Pet Pro Supply Co.

Frequently Asked Questions

1. How long does it take until I receive my kennel?

Lucky Kennels are made to order. Currently new orders have a 3-4 week
turnaround time. The Covid pandemic has unfortunately slowed down our
supply chain and our ability to fulfill new orders quickly. Nonetheless, it’s
important to order now so that your order “gets in line” ahead of new buyers.
Trust us, the kennels are worth the wait!

2. What is the kennel made out of?

Lucky Kennels are made out of natural pine, spruce and fiberglass bars.
Using natural lumber allows for some of the raw beauty of the wood to shine
through, such as knots and wood grain. The bars are fiberglass, which gives
the kennel strength but is much lighter than metal!

3. What are the kennels’ measurements? What size dogs do they fit?

Single Kennels

L25*W18*H20 – Fits dogs 30 lbs.
L30*W20*H25 – Fits dogs 30-40 lbs
L36*W24*H30 – Fits dogs 40-70 lbs.
L42*W28*H35 – Fits dogs 70-90 lbs.
L48*W32*H40 – Fits dogs 90 lbs and up.

Double Kennels

L50*W18*H20 – Fits dogs 30 lbs.
L60*W20*H25 – Fits dogs 30-40 lbs.
L72*W24*H30 – Fits dogs 40-70 lbs.



Entertainment Centers

L50*W18*H20/H27 – Fits dogs 30 lbs.
L60*W20*H25/ H32 – Fits dogs 30-40 lbs.
L72*W24*H27/H35 – Fits dogs 40-70 lbs.

Please note that the height of the top shelves is 6 inches of usable space.

4. Are the kennels sturdy?
Yes! Lucky Kennels are pretty sturdy overall and are designed to hold heavy items like

your TV.

5. What is the distance between the bars?
Standard spacing is 3″ between the bars. If you need them closer together
for smaller dogs, please let us know before ordering. Note, this can sometimes
affect the price, depending on the size of the kennel.

6. What kind of finishes does Lucky Kennels use?
Our Kennels use an oil-based wood stain with a water-based polyurethane finish
that protects and beautifies wood surface.

7. How much will it cost to ship your kennel?
Shipping varies depending on size of the kennel and your address. Your shipping
price will show up when you input your address at checkout.

8. How do your kennels ship?
The kennels ship fully assembled. Your shipping fee includes Residential delivery

and liftgate service. Delivery is made to the curb or end of your driveway. Please

have someone available to help you move the kennel into your home. Once your

kennel ships we will send you a tracking number. The freight company will call

you directly to schedule a delivery date once it arrives at the destination terminal

nearest you.

9. Can you ship a Lucky Kennel internationally?
Currently we ship only to the lower 48 states and Canada.


